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Better, Smarter Processing Solutions

TC810-I Tenderizer
Intervention Tenderizing

The TC810/810I is a combination tenderizer and intervention applicator that promotes product 
safety and consumer satisfaction. The application of an intervention solution provides a safer 
product for consumers while minimizing the risk of recall for the meat or poultry processor. 

Ross’ unique “T” shape tenderizing pattern increases the palatability of less tender cuts of meat 
to cuts for consumers and also enables processors to produce and upgrade lean meat cuts
with guaranteed tenderization. 

  > Saves space in production floor as intervention application is   
     done with the tenderizer guarding package

  > Improved tenderizing consistency
  > Intervention application extends product shelf life
  > Reduces surface pathogen colony platecounts
  > Reduces aging, marination, and cooking time

ways the tc810-I MaxIMIzes your roI

  > Pass through mode
  > Easy to clean, wash through design
  > Stainless steel allows daily sanitation inside and out
  > Conveyor mode available when tenderizing is not needed

gaMe changIng standard features

Stainless steel blades produce 
incisions in boneless meats to sever 
sinew, connective tissue, and muscle 
fibers, improving palatability.

two-In-one InterVentIon tenderIzIng
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Virtual Demo

TC810-I Tenderizer
Intervention Tenderizing

TC810-I

Machine Dimensions 91” L x 30” W x 61” H (231cm x 76cm x 155cm)

Power Requirements 200-575V,  50/60Hz,  17-6.5A

Conveyor Width 12” (30.5 cm)

Conveyor Speed 5.5 ft/min (1.7m/min)

Conveyor Rates Tenderizer Mode: 85.3”/min (INDEXING)
Conveyor Mode: 170.6”/min (CONTINUOUS)

Max Product Height Low Position = 7” (17cm), High Position = 9” (22 cm)

Product Temperature 32° - 40°F (0° - 5°C)

Nominal Production Rate 5,000 lbs/hr (2,272 kg/hr)

Specif ications

why InterVentIon tenderIzIng Matters

Intervention tenderizing is a critical processing step that has a multiple benefits. 

  > Allows processors to  
     convert less tender cuts of    
     meat into cuts with increased  
     palatability to the consumer.   
     In addition, it enables  
     processors to produce and  
     upgrade lean meat cuts with  
     guaranteed tenderness

  > Blind consumer testing shows  
     that blade tenderized meats  
     are largely preferred over  
     similar cuts which have not  
     undergone the same  
     tenderization process.

  > Makes healthier leaner cuts  
     more palatable. Natural fat  
     content of most rounds is about 5% compared with 18—20% for middle meats.

  > The FSIS division of the USDA strongly recommends this type of secondary intervention step  
     in further processing operations for meat and poultry.
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